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Abstract—A general method is presented for exciting discrete
modes in waveguides of arbitrary geometry. Guided modes
supported by the waveguide are first calculated using a finite
difference frequency domain model. High efficiency holograms
to excite these discrete modes are then generated using the
Direct Search hologram generation algorithm. The Direct Search
algorithm is optimised such that the inherent properties of
waveguide modes are exploited to give faster execution times.
A nodeless antiresonant photonic crystal fibre is considered as
a test geometry, in which high-purity modes are experimentally
excited and in-coupling efficiencies of up to 32.8% are obtained.

I. INTRODUCTION

The excitation of discrete modes in optical waveguides has
long been of interest for modal multiplexing for telecom-
munications [1]–[3]. More recently, discrete mode excitation
has been used to create conveyor belts of optically trapped
microparticles [4], for stimulated Raman amplification of
selectively-excited higher-order modes [5], and for atomic
spectroscopy [6].

Waveguide modes can be excited by coupling light into the
waveguide via a side-mounted prism [7]–[9] or grating [10]–
[12]. Matching the wavevector of the incident light with the
wavevector of a guided mode allows an individual mode to
be excited. Alternatively, a single mode fibre (SMF) can be
spliced to a multimode fibre (MMF), positioned such that a
group of modes are selectively excited [13]–[15]. Photonic
lanterns build on this, and consist of a number of SMFs spliced
to a MMF via a gradual taper [16]–[18]. Light propagating into
a given SMF couples to other SMFs over the length of the
transition, forming a spatial profile that couples into a target
MMF mode.

The use of phase masks for mode excitation was introduced
by Berdagué & Facq [19]. These allow the magnitude and
phase of the incident light field to be tailored such that
coupling into a target mode is optimised. The introduction
of the spatial light modulator has popularised these wavefront
shaping techniques [2], [3], [20]–[23], permitting modes to
be excited with high purity, facilitating fine alignment and
aberration correction, and allowing the excited mode to be
dynamically changed on the fly. Wavefront shaping techniques
have been used to excite discrete modes in step index fibre
[21], [22], graded index fibre [2], [3], [23], and photonic
crystal fibre (PCF) [24], [25]. Similarly, wavefront shaping

techniques could soon be used to excite discrete modes in
other geometries such as double-clad fibres, ring-core fibres,
multi-core fibres and elliptical fibres.
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Fig. 1: Flow chart describing the procedure for exciting discrete
modes in arbitrary waveguide geometries.

Previous work exciting discrete modes in PCFs has esti-
mated the spatial profiles of the guided modes by approxi-
mating their structure to that of a hollow cylinder [24], [25].
This paper takes a more rigorous approach, using a full-wave
finite difference model to more accurately estimate the modes
guided by the waveguide in question (Section III). While
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the techniques presented can be applied to any waveguide
geometry, an antiresonant nodeless HC-PCF (introduced in
Section II) is used as an example geometry. It is emphasised
that any other geometry could equally be considered.

Holographic wavefront shaping techniques are then used to
excite the HC-PCF modes. Fourier holograms are generated to
excite these modes using a Direct Search (DS) algorithm in-
troduced in Section IV. This algorithm allows all modes in the
waveguide to be excited with exceptionally high efficiencies.
Intrinsic properties of the waveguide modes are exploited to
speed up the execution of the algorithm. Finally, experimental
excitation of modes in the test geometry is demonstrated
in Section VI. The work flow introduced by this paper is
illustrated in Fig. 1.

II. WAVEGUIDE UNDER TEST

Photonic crystal fibres (PCFs) break the optical waveguide
mould by using mechanisms other than total internal reflection
to guide light. Instead, their guidance properties are derived
from their complex transverse structure. PCFs can be tailored
to offer unique properties such as broadband light guidance
[26], high power light guidance [27], extremely low-loss light
guidance [28]. These waveguides allow light to be guided
within a hollow, gas-filled or liquid-filled core with a low
refractive index. This has enabled their use as chemical
microreactors [29] and for gas-based nonlinear optics [30].

An antiresonant nodeless PCF [31] has been selected for
use here, the guidance mechanism of which is based on an-
tiresonant reflection [32]. The structure of these waveguides is
significantly simplified compared to that of conventional HC-
PCFs. Antiresonant HC-PCFs have seen significant interest
recently, showing promising low-loss guidance results [28],
[33]–[35] and exhibiting interesting polarisation maintaining
properties [36]. The specific fibre used was drawn at the
Max Planck Institute for the Science of Light in Erlangen,
Germany. While the waveguide is not optimised for use at the
633nm wavelength considered, it does serve to illustrate the
techniques presented can be used to excite discrete modes in
any arbitrary waveguide geometry.

To prevent artefacts related to the binarisation of the SEM
image, the computational model was generated using an
idealized structure based on the measured fibre dimensions,
as shown in Fig. 2b. The ‘glass’ regions were assigned a
refractive index of 1.45, and the ‘air’ regions were assigned a
refractive index of 1.00. Here, propagation invariant modes are
calculated and excited at 633nm, corresponding to the operat-
ing wavelength of the helium-neon laser used. The ARROW
model [32], [37] predicts that this wavelength lies between
a guiding antiresonance at 840nm and a lossy resonance at
420nm, where a wall thickness of 200nm and a glass refractive
index of 1.45 have been assumed.

The PCF used as the waveguide under test is cleaved to a
length of approximately 8cm. Care is taken to achieve as flat a
cleave as feasible, as it is not possible to subsequently polish
the fibre facet. Any unwanted distortions of the fibre facet
will lead to local perturbation of the guided modes, as well
as distortion of the incident wavefront. Cross-mode coupling,

(a) Scanning electron micrograph of the fibre facet

(b) Computational model of the PCF geometry

Fig. 2: Geometry of the antiresonant nodeless PCF used as test
geometry. A 50µm diameter hollow core is lined with eight smaller

capillaries. The smaller capillaries are slightly elliptical, with a
major axis of 10.5µm and a minor axis of approximately 9.7µm.
The capillaries have a wall thickness of approximately 200nm.

bend losses and modal losses are minimised by using a short
length of fibre, by mounting the waveguide in V-groove such
that it is held perfectly straight, and by securing it in place
using a small section of tape so that there are no stresses or
strains exerted on the waveguide.

III. MODE CALCULATION

Firstly, the modes guided by the waveguide need to be
determined. The complex structure of a PCF can be approxi-
mated to a hollow capillary, which allows the real part of the
modal propagation constant to be estimated [38] and the modes
guided by the PCF to be approximated to linearly polarised
(LP) modes [24]. These approximate modes can then be
excited using incident Laguerre-Gauss modes. This approach
may omit modes that do not have an LP counterpart [25], or
modes may be predicted to guide that do not do so in practice.
Additionally, it is likely that imperfect estimates of the mode
profile will not allow the mode to be subsequently excited with
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high purity. Although this approximation is widely used, it is
not robustly generalisable to the increasingly wide range of
fibre geometries in use.

A full-wave finite difference frequency domain (FDFD)
electromagnetic model has been developed. The FDFD model
will more accurately study the behaviour of the waveguide
in question by eliminating the hollow capillary approximation
previously used [24], [25]. It is also possible to use commercial
electromagnetic solvers, such as Lumerical’s MODE solver
[39] or COMSOL’s multi-physics solver for this calculation
[40], or open source electromagnetic solvers such as MEEP
[41].

Assuming sinusoidal time dependence eiωt where t is time
and ω denotes the angular frequency, the electromagnetic fields
can be described by Eqs. 1 and 2, which relate the vector
electric field E to the vector magnetic field H

∇×E = −iωµH (1)
∇×H = iωεE (2)

Recognising that a waveguide is translationally invariant, the
fields are seen to vary along the axis z as eiβz where β is the
mode propagation constant. This allows any derivatives with
respect to z to be eliminated and Maxwell’s curl equations
to be expressed as a two-dimensional problem. The fields can
be expressed on a Yee cell that has been modified for the
two-dimensional case, as shown in Fig. 3, and any spatial
derivatives can then be expressed using a central differencing
scheme. Permittivities are defined at the centre of each Yee
cell, and so central differencing can also be used to obtain
permittivity estimates at the other Yee cell nodes. To avoid
reflections from the boundary, perfectly matched layer (PML)
absorbing boundary conditions have been implemented at the
edges of the problem space (shown in Fig. 2b). These have
been implemented using a coordinate transformation [42].

Following the example of Zhu & Brown [43] and Yu &
Chang [44], the problem can then be manipulated to yield an
eigenvalue equation. The refractive indices of the materials
used here are isotropic, and are described by a diagonal
permittivity matrix. A simple eigenvalue equation can hence
be defined in terms of only the magnetic fields, as shown in
Eq. 3 where MH describes the relationship between fields at
different points on the mesh.

MH

[
Hx

Hy

]
= β2

[
Hx

Hy

]
(3)

This equation has been implemented using sparse matrices,
and the eigenvalues and eigenvectors found using the Arnoldi
iteration algorithm. Each obtained eigenvalue-eigenvector pair
corresponds to a single guided mode. The modal propagation
constant can be determined from an eigenvalue, and Hx and
Hy field profile of the modes can be determined from the
corresponding eigenvector. The Ex, Ey , Ez and Hz field
profiles can subsequently be calculated from the Hx and Hy

fields using Maxwell’s equations. The Arnoldi algorithm is
capable of finding tens to hundreds of eigenvalue-eigenvector
pairs with eigenvalues close to an estimated value β2
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Fig. 3: The Yee cell gives a spatially staggered representation of the
electric and magnetic field components. By assuming the waveguide
to be translationally invariant, a modified two-dimensional Yee cell

can be formulated, as shown here.

estimated value of β0 = 2π/λ is used as this approximates
the propagation constant of the fundamental mode.

The presented FDFD model has been implemented in MAT-
LAB and made available at [45]. It has been validated against
theoretical values obtained for the analytically tractable step
index waveguide geometry, as well as published propagation
constant and loss values [43], [46]–[48]. The FDFD model
has been used to model the waveguide under test presented
in Section II. A 60µm × 60µm problem space is modelled
using a 1000 × 1000 cells, giving a sufficiently fine mesh with
λ/dx ≈ 10.5. A 10-pixel PML with a cubic loss function has
been implemented at the edges, giving an attenuation factor
of approximately 10−5. The eigensolver was used to find the
first 30 modes supported by this geometry. This number was
selected through trial and error, and it shall be shown that this
allows all guided modes along with a handful of non-guided
modes to be captured. The waveguide under test has also been
modelled using Lumerical’s MODE solver [39] and effective
mode refractive indices were found to agree with the presented
model to within 3× 10−6.

The imaginary components of the obtained propagation
constants are shown in Fig. 4b, showing that only 22 modes are
guided in this waveguide at this wavelength. The fundamental
mode exhibits a loss of approximately 4.2 dB/m, whereas
the highest-order LP4,1 guided modes exhibit high losses of
59 dB/m. It is noted that the operating wavelength falls in
the first guidance window of the waveguide (i.e. between the
first two lossy resonances), which typically exhibits the highest
confinement loss.

Inspection of the real components of the propagation con-
stants, shown in Fig. 4a, reveals that the guided modes can be
divided into 7 groups of degenerate modes. Most of the mode
profiles indicate the calculated modes are linearly polarised.
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(a) Mode effective refractive index.

(b) Mode Loss.

Fig. 4: Effective refractive index and loss of the modes guided in
the antiresonant nodeless PCF geometry considered. These have
been calculated from the real and imaginary components of the

modal propagation constants.

This is occasionally not the case though, for example for the
second degenerate mode group, marked by circles in Fig. 4 and
illustrated in Figs. 5a to 5d. When this is not the case, separate
modes can be superimposed to yield equivalent linearly po-
larised modes, as shown in Figs. 5e to 5h. The superpositions
have been made in such a way that the orthogonality of the
modes has been conserved. In this manner, it has been possible
to obtain a complete set of linearly polarised modes as shown
in Fig. 9, which will act as the target fields to be projected by
the holograms displayed on the SLM. In the interest of brevity
only one mode from each mode group will be considered
from this point on, but each of the corresponding degenerate
modes, consisting of spatially rotated or polarisation rotated
counterparts, are also guided and can also be excited.

IV. HOLOGRAM GENERATION

A hologram displayed on a commercially available nematic
liquid crystal on silicon spatial light modulator (SLM) can

modulate the phase of incident light, but is not able to modu-
late its amplitude. Taking this into consideration, a hologram
H(x, y) needs to be computed such that the light diffracted by
the hologram creates a replay field R(u, v) in the fibre facet
plane that excites the target mode. A number of approaches
have been proposed, including double-phase holograms [49]
and techniques that exploit the use of spatial filters in the
Fourier plane [21], [24], [25]. Here, a Fourier hologram will
be considered that is optimised using a Direct Search (DS)
algorithm [2], [50], [51].

The SLM is positioned at one focal plane of a lens and the
proximal fibre facet is positioned at the opposite focal plane of
the lens. A Fourier transform relationship then exists between
the fields in the SLM plane and the replay field in the fibre
facet plane, in addition to a linear coordinate scaling [52]:

R(u, v) =
1

iλf

∫ ∞
−∞

∫ ∞
−∞

H(x, y)e−
i2π
λf (xu+yv)dxdy. (4)

The SLM plane is naturally discretised into pixels, and so
also discretising the replay field plane allows this relationship
to be expressed as a discrete Fourier transform, as shown in
Eq. 5, where the hologram and the replay field are both of
dimensions Nx × Ny . Coordinates have been normalised in
this case to eliminate any scaling factors. The replay field is
then given by

R(u, v) =
1√
NxNy

Nx−1∑
x=0

Ny−1∑
y=0

H(x, y)e
2πi

(
ux
Nx

+ vy
Ny

)
(5)

Considering a target scalar mode profile T (u, v) calculated
using the FDFD model described previously, the target mode
will be excited by a replay field that maximises the overlap
integral error metric ErrOverlap of Eq. 6, where summations are
performed over all pixels within a region of interest ROI. The
ROI is chosen to be 50% larger than the region containing the
PCF core and surrounding capillaries, so in this case consists
of a circle with a diameter of 75µm. Light incident on the
fibre facet outside of this ROI will not couple into any guided
mode. Including a ROI provides the DS algorithm with further
degrees of freedom, allowing a more optimal solution to be
found. The modes guided by a waveguide are orthogonal,
and so maximising the overlap integral for the target mode
corresponds to minimising the overlap integral for all other
modes:

ErrOverlap =

|∑
ROI

RT ∗|2∑
ROI
|T |2∑

ROI
|R|2 (6)

As much power as possible is to be coupled into the target
mode. The amount of power coupled into the target mode
ErrPower is calculated using the following expression, where∑
∞

is the sum performed over all pixels, i.e. not just those

within the ROI.

ErrPower =

∑
ROI
|R|2∑

∞
|R|2 (7)
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(a) E3 (b) E4 (c) E5 (d) E6

(e) E3 + eiπ/8E5 (f) E3 + ei5π/8E5 (g) E4 + eiπ/4E6 (h) E4 + ei3π/4E6

Fig. 5: Transverse electric field profiles for the second degenerate mode group guided by the waveguide under test. (a) to (d) show the
profiles as obtained from the FDFD model. Superpositions of these modes give the linearly polarised modes shown in (e) to (g). The

structure of the PCF is shown in grey, the magnitude of the electric field is shown as a contour map, and the polarisation of the electric
field is shown using a quiver plot.

A composite error metric is required to optimise both the
overlap integral and the power coupling into the target mode.
A number of approaches can be taken, and here it was chosen
to maximise Eq. 8. The hyperparameter γ is set by the user,
allowing a balance to be struck between the two constituent
error metrics. In this case a value of γ = 10 was taken, which
yields overlap integrals in excess of 0.99.

ErrComposite = ErrγOverlapErrPower (8)

The DS algorithm is used to generate an appropriate holo-
gram. Each iteration consists of randomly choosing a hologram
pixel, randomly altering the phase delay it imposes on incident
light, and calculating the new replay field. In cases where the
error metric has improved the pixel change is adopted, and in
cases where the error metric has deteriorated the pixel change
is rejected. This iterative routine is illustrated Fig. 6.

Very high-quality replay fields can be produced using the
DS algorithm at the expense of it being slow to run. It has
been recognised [50] that a complete Fourier transform does
not need to be performed at every iteration. Instead, the change
in the replay field due to a single pixel change ∆D at position
(x′, y′) can be calculated from Eq. 9. The update step is then of
complexity O(NxNy) instead of O(NxNy log(NxNy)). This
is particularly powerful if a ROI is used, as only the pixels
within the ROI then need to be updated. Christopher et al. have
shown that randomly selecting pixels and assigning random

Generate Random
Hologram H

Calculate Replay Field
R = F(H)

Assign Random Value

to Random Hologram Pixel
H ′ ← H

H ′m,n ← eirand[0,2π]

Calculate New Replay Field
R′ ← R +∆R

Update Hologram
H ← H ′

R← R′
Do Nothing

Err(R′) < Err(R)Err(R) ≤ Err(R′)

Repeat Niter×

Fig. 6: The Direct Search (DS) algorithm. Calculation of ∆R using
Eq. 9 gives the standard DS algorithm. It shall be shown that, when
generating holograms for exciting fibre modes, the use of Eq. 12 to
calculate ∆R and only considering hologram pixel values of ±1

gives improved results.
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values to these is sub-optimal, and that careful selection of the
next pixel to be altered [53] and careful selection of the value
it is set to [54], [55] can significantly improve both execution
times and convergent error.

∆R(u, v) =
1√
NxNy

∆D(x′, y′)e
2πi

(
ux′
Nx

+ vy′
Ny

)
(9)

Several further improvements are suggested here to exploit
the unique characteristics of waveguide modes. Firstly, it is
recognised that the field profiles of the obtained modes are
real-valued to within a global phase shift, i.e. they lie on
a straight line on an Argand diagram. This is a property
that is generally true of guided modes in weakly guiding
geometries, and is similarly true in this case where LP modes
have been constructed. Secondly, it is recognised that each of
the obtained modes have east-west and north-south planes of
symmetry or antisymmetry (this can be observed by inspecting
the target scalar modes illustrated in Fig. 9). Mathematically,
a plane of symmetry corresponds to the image being described
by an even-valued function along the axis of interest, and
a plane of antisymmetry corresponds to the image being
described by an odd-valued function along the axis of interest.
Considering the Fourier transform of a real-valued function,

F (u, v) =

∫ ∞
−∞

∫ ∞
−∞

f(x, y)e−2πi(xu−yv)dxdy (10)

Applying Euler’s formula this can be expressed in terms of
even cosine and odd sine functions

F (u, v) =∫ ∞
−∞

∫ ∞
−∞

f(x, y)[cos(2πxu) cos(2πyv)

− sin(2πxu) sin(2πyv)]dxdy

+ i

∫ ∞
∞

∫ ∞
−∞

f(x, y)[sin(2πxu) cos(2πyv)

+ cos(2πxu) sin(2πyv)]dxdy (11)

The integral of the product of an odd function and an
even function evaluated over the entire domain tends to zero,
allowing various terms in this equation to be eliminated
depending on the planes of symmetry observed in the mode.
It can hence be shown that any symmetry or antisymmetry
observed in the replay field is also present in the hologram.
Explicitly,
• R(u, v) = R(−u, v) so H(x, y) = H(−x, y)

and we define a parameter SymLR = 1
• R(u, v) = −R(−u, v) so H(x, y) = −H(−x, y)

and we define a parameter SymLR = −1
• R(u, v) = R(u,−v) so H(x, y) = H(x,−y)

and we define a parameter SymUD = 1
• R(u, v) = −R(u,−v) so H(x, y) = −H(x,−y)

and we define a parameter SymUD = −1

This entails that only one quadrant of the hologram needs
to be optimised by the DS algorithm. Solving for the top-left
quadrant only, the update equation of Eq. 9 is revised to Eq.

12. The other three quadrants can be inferred from the first
quadrant after the calculation has been completed.

∆R(u, v) =
1√
NxNy

∆D(x′, y′)·(
e
−2πi

(
ux′
Nx

+ vy′
Ny

)
+ SymLRe

−2πi
(
−ux′Nx

+ vy′
Ny

)

+SymUDe
−2πi

(
ux′
Nx
− vy

′
Ny

)
+SymLRSymUDe

−2πi
(
−ux′Nx

− vy
′

Ny

))
(12)

Inspection of Eq. 11 also shows that if a mode is real-
valued and even along both x and y, then its hologram should
also be real. Similarly, if a mode is real-valued and odd along
both x and y its hologram should also be real. Given that a
phase modulating SLM is used, and assuming no aberration
corrections are applied, the only real values that pixels can
take on are +1 and -1, and the search can hence be restricted
to these values. Similarly, the hologram for a real-valued mode
that is odd along one axis but even along the other should be
purely imaginary. Again, given that a phase modulating SLM
is used, the only imaginary values that pixels can take on are +i
and -i. But, it is noted from the form of Eq. 6 that coupling into
a waveguide mode is unaffected by global phase rotations that
are applied to the hologram as a whole. As such, pixel values
of +1 and -1 can equally be considered. These observations
are incorporated into the DS algorithm by setting the initial
hologram to a random selection of +1 and -1 values. On each
iteration the algorithm flips a pixel to its opposite state instead
of assigning a random value. In doing this, the parameter space
to be searched by the algorithm is dramatically reduced, and
better results are obtained in a shorter execution time.

It has been shown that the mathematical form of the target
mode profiles can be used to infer axes of symmetry in
the hologram field, and hence only one quadrant needs to
be optimised for. Similarly, it has been shown that only
hologram pixel values of +1 or -1 need to be considered. These
observations lead to substantial improvements in the speed of
the hologram generation algorithm, as shown in Fig. 7a. In this
case calculations have been performed for the LP2,2 mode of a
25µm step index waveguide, but the same trends are observed
in all cases.

Crucially, these speed improvements mean that it is now
tractable to generate 1000 × 1000 pixel holograms, which
was not previously possible within a reasonable time frame.
Considering the example of the LP2,2 mode given: with
optimisations the algorithm converges within approximately
1.5×106 iterations. Without optimisations, the naı̈ve algorithm
has not yet converged after 3 × 106 iterations when it was
halted prematurely. Extrapolating from these results, this naı̈ve
algorithm will likely converge after approximately 16 × 106

iterations, so a 10× speed-up has been achieved. Ultimately, it
is the values of ErrOverlap and ErrPower that are of interest, and
the evolution of these parameters as the algorithm converges
is shown in Fig. 7b. The MATLAB script for generating
holograms using the DS algorithm has been made publicly
available at [45].
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DS

DS w/ Symmetry

DS w/ Symmetry + Binarisation

(a) Convergence of the DS algorithm when i) no assumptions are made
about the hologram; ii) axes of symmetry are taken into account; and iii)

when both axes of symmetry and binarisation are taken into account.

ErrOverlap

ErrPower

ErrComp

(b) Evolution of the ErrOverlap, ErrPower and ErrComposite as the optimised
algorithm converges.

Fig. 7: Study of the convergence of the DS algorithm. The
algorithm can be optimised for the generation of holograms for the

excitation of waveguide modes by exploiting their symmetry
properties, and by recognising that the hologram must be binary.

It is noted that horizontal and vertical symmetries of the
mode profile have been exploited here, but that the mode also
has diagonal symmetries. Exploitation of these diagonal sym-
metries could yield further improvements to the DS algorithm.

The observation that the hologram must be real-valued
and hence binary if a phase-modulating SLM is used has
further reaching consequences. For example, this implies that
holograms for exciting LP modes can be displayed on a binary
phase ferroelectric SLM without any losses being incurred.
Similarly, it may also be possible to obtain high-quality
replay fields using a binary amplitude modulating device such
as a digital micromirror device (DMD). Both DMDs and
ferroelectric SLMs have refresh rates of kHz, significantly
faster than the refresh rate of nematic liquid crystal SLMs
which have refresh rates of the order of 30 to 50Hz.

V. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The experimental setup used is illustrated in Fig. 8. On the
input side a collimated beam is separated into its constituent

polarisations using a polarising beam splitter assembly before
both polarisations are incident side by side on a Jasper JD8714
SLM. This is a nematic liquid crystal on silicon SLM capable
of 256-level phase modulation, with a pixel pitch of 3.74µm
and a resolution of 4k × 2k. The two separate polarisations are
modulated by the SLM, and are recombined before travelling
through a series of three lenses and being projected onto the
input fibre facet of the waveguide under test. This configura-
tion was used by Preece et al. [56], was subsequently also used
by Carpenter et al. [51], and allows both polarisations entering
the waveguide to be independently modulated. Only a single
polarisation is required here, as it was possible to decompose
all modes into LP modes for this waveguide. As such, the
polarisation of the original collimated beam was adjusted such
that all power was in a single polarisation, only a single
beam is incident on the SLM, and only a single polarisation
is incident on the fibre facet. The waveplates HWP1 and
HWP2 ensure that the polarisation of beams is aligned with
the polarisation angle of the SLM, and the waveplate HWP3
can be used to rotate the polarisation of the light entering the
waveguide. The modulated beam travels through three lenses,
positioned such that the entire system of lenses performs a
Fourier transform.

The ideal SLM illumination profile can be calculated from
the inverse Fourier transform of the target mode, and typically
has a Gaussian envelope. The beam illuminating the SLM
would ideally have a matching Gaussian shape. Such a beam
is created by collimating the light emanating from an SMF
with a lens (L1), the focal length of which has been chosen
to yield a Gaussian illumination that covers most of the SLM
but contains no significant power at the edge of the SLM. The
focal lengths of the system of lenses after the SLM (L2, L3
and L4) has been chosen to then ensure that this illumination
profile yields strong power coupling into all modes considered.
It is important to note that this requires a balance to be struck,
as each target mode has a slightly different ideal illumination
profile. The use of the DS algorithm allows a non-uniformly
illuminated SLM to be accounted for and ultimately yields
improved power coupling compared to the uniform SLM
illumination case.

Not all light is modulated by the SLM, so a tilt Zernike
is superimposed on any displayed hologram allowing the
holograms to be projected in an off-axis configuration. Un-
modulated light is then spatially separated from modulated
light in the fibre facet plane, allowing the system to be aligned
such that only modulated light is incident on the fibre facet.

A polarising beam splitter is used to divide the light
exiting the fibre into its two constituent polarisations. Off-
axis holographic imaging [57], [58] is used to characterise the
amplitude and phase of the light incident on each camera, and
hence for each polarisation.

VI. MODE EXCITATION

Section IV discussed the use of the DS algorithm for
generating a hologram to excite a given target mode. Loading
an individual hologram onto the SLM will project a modulated
light field onto the fibre facet that will excite the target
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Fig. 8: Schematic of the experimental setup. An SLM is used to control light coupling into the input facet of the waveguide. The light
exiting the output facet of the waveguide is characterised using off-axis holographic imaging. L = Lens; BS = Beam splitter; PBS =

Polarising beam splitter; HWP = Half wave plate; CAM = Camera; SMF = Single mode fibre; MMF = Multimode fibre; SLM = Spatial
light modulator; REF = Reference beam.

mode only if the experimental system is properly aligned. The
system is to be aligned at the input side to correctly excite the
target modes, but also requires alignment at the output side to
be able to properly characterise excited modes.

The use of an off-axis interferometer allows the quality of
the excited mode to be quantified using the overlap integral of
Eq. 6. This is done by evaluating the overlap integral between
the target mode profile and the measured mode profile. To
quantify the overall alignment of the waveguide the complex
output fields Ri are measured for each hologram, and the
overlap with each target field Tj is taken, where i enumerates
the output field considered and j enumerates the target field
considered. It is recalled that the overlap integral should
approach unity when the excited mode matches the target
mode (i = j), and should approach zero when this is not the
case (i 6= j). This allows the following waveguide alignment
error metric Erralignment to be defined.

Erralignment =
∑
i=j

ErrOverlap(Ri, Tj)−
∑
i6=j

ErrOverlap(Ri, Tj)

(13)
The system is first coarsely aligned by hand. Next, a

selection of hologram modifiers are defined, each with its
own weighting, that allow the system alignment to be fine-
tuned. These include the position, rotation and scaling of the
hologram on the SLM; Zernikes polynomials superimposed on
the hologram; position and scaling of the output; and Zernike
polynomials superimposed on the output. The weightings for
higher-order Zernike polynomials such as coma and trefoil
tended to zero once optimised, indicating the system does
not suffer from significant aberrations. Consequently, only
the tilt, defocus and astigmatism Zernike polynomials were
considered.

The Nelder-Meade algorithm has been used to optimise the
weightings of the hologram modifiers [59] and improve the
overall waveguide alignment. This algorithm is particularly
well-suited as it does not require many evaluations of the align-

ment error metric (Eq. 13), which is expensive as it requires
a number of measurements equal to the number of modes
considered. Additionally, this algorithm does not require the
gradient at each evaluated point to be known, making this
algorithm appropriate for cases where an underlying analytical
equation describing the problem space is not known.

Adjusting the rotation angle of the hologram allows the
spatial distribution of the incident fields to be aligned with the
fibre, which is oriented at an unknown angle. Similarly, the
polarisation of the incident light needs to be suitably aligned.
This is done by periodically stopping the execution of the
alignment algorithm and manually adjusting HWP3.

After the system is fully aligned, discrete modes can be ex-
cited in the waveguide by displaying the appropriate hologram
on the SLM. The left-hand column of Fig. 9 shows seven LP
modes guided by the waveguide, calculated using the FDFD
code described previously. The central column of Fig. 9 shows
the holograms to excite these LP modes, generated using the
DS algorithm. Finally, the right-hand column of Fig. 9 shows
the experimentally excited mode, measured at the output of
the waveguide using an off-axis interferometer. Each measured
mode is visually similar to the calculated target mode.

Taking measurements with HWP4 positioned at different
rotation angles confirms that, for the short lengths of waveg-
uide considered, the polarisation of the guided mode is not
altered by propagation through the waveguide and that there is
minimal coupling between the excited mode and its degenerate
counterparts. Once this was confirmed the half wave plate was
removed.

The overlap integral between the measured mode and the
target mode, shown in Table I, gives a numerical estimate of
how purely the target mode is excited. All overlap integrals
except for the LP4,1 mode exceed 85%, indicating that the
target mode is appropriately excited. The achieved purity
is less the 99% that can theoretically be achieved by the
hologram, though. First, it is noted the assumed waveguide
geometry was approximated to circles and ellipses. Conse-
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Theoretical Mode Measured Mode
Purity (%) Purity (%)

LP0,1 > 99.0 97.4
LP1,1 > 99.0 92.5
LP2,1 > 99.0 88.7
LP0,2 > 99.0 91.6
LP3,1 > 99.0 89.1
LP1,2 > 99.0 89.2
LP4,1 > 99.0 73.7

TABLE I: Comparison of theoretical mode purity and measured
mode purity.

quent discrepancies between the calculated modes and the true
propagation invariant modes partly explain the lower purity of
the excited modes. Secondly, it was not possible to obtain a
perfectly flat finish on the waveguide facet without disturbing
the internal structure of the PCF. While the cleave angle
is nominally perpendicular to the fibre axis, distortions and
protrusions on the input and output facets will interact with the
wavefront, also perturbing the purity of the measured mode.

The in-coupling efficiency achieved for each mode was
determined by measuring the input power between lenses L2
and L3, and by measuring the output power between lenses L5
and L6. The input power measurement comprises the zeroth
diffraction order as well as higher order diffraction orders. The
ratio of these two measurements is then corrected for the loss
in the waveguide, as calculated using the FDFD model (see
Fig. 4b). The results of this calculation are shown in Table
II where they are compared against the theoretical hologram
efficiency. Good general agreement is observed between the
theoretical excitation efficiencies and the observed excitation
efficiencies for the first six modes which are within 5.5% of
the theoretical excitation efficiency. These discrepancies can
be attributed to factors such as Fresnel reflection losses that
have not been accounted for and experimental uncertainty.
The excitation efficiency for the LP0,1 is lower that of the
other values. This is a consequence of the choice of lens
performing the Fourier transform, the focal length of which
favours efficient coupling into higher order modes.

The final LP4,1 mode was excited with a particularly low
purity of 73.7%, and with an excitation efficiency 14.7% lower
than the theoretical excitation efficiency. It is hypothesised that
this is because the mode is not truly guided in the experimental
geometry due to the aforementioned discrepancies between the
assumed waveguide geometry and the experimental waveguide
geometry.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented an end to end approach to holographi-
cally exciting complex modes in complex geometries with high
mode purity and high power efficiency. An FDFD model has
been used to determine what modes are guided in an nodeless
antiresonant PCF waveguide geometry. Each mode predicted
by the FDFD model was able to be excited, showing that this
model accurately allows the modes guided by the waveguide
to be discerned.

The modes were excited using Fourier holograms generated
using a DS algorithm, allowing the purity of the excited mode
to be traded off with the excitation efficiency. Modifications to

Target Field Hologram Measured
Field

LP0,1

LP1,1

LP2,1

LP0,2

LP3,1

LP1,2

LP4,1

Fig. 9: (Left): Scalar target mode profile. (Centre): Hologram
generated to excite target mode. (Right): Mode excited using the

generated hologram, measured upon exiting the waveguide using an
off-axis interferometer.
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Pout/Pin Loss in 8cm Measured Efficiency Theoretical Efficiency Difference
[measured] (%) [from FDFD model] (%) Pout/(Pin(1−Loss)) (%) [from hologram] (%) (%)

LP0,1 13.3 7.4 14.4 17.5 -3.1
LP1,1 17.8 17.4 21.6 22.2 -0.7
LP2,1 18.2 29.5 25.8 31.3 -5.5
LP0,2 23.3 33.8 35.2 33.0 2.2
LP3,1 17.6 43.5 31.2 35.2 -4.0
LP1,2 12.7 66.4 37.7 37.4 0.3
LP4,1 9.3 66.5 27.8 42.5 -14.7

TABLE II: Comparison of theoretical excitation efficiency and measured excitation efficiency.

the DS algorithm were proposed based on known properties
of LP modes. These improvements yielded execution times
that were ten faster, allowing high-quality 1000 × 1000 pixel
holograms to be generated.

The excitation purity of each guided mode exceeded 88%,
and an improved model for the waveguide geometry will
likely enable the excitation of even purer modes. The obtained
holograms allow up to 37% of power to be coupled into the
target mode, significantly more than what is possible with
alternative approaches [24], [25]. These efficiencies can be
further improved upon if only a single mode is to be excited, as
the illumination of the SLM and chosen lenses can be tailored
to yield even larger efficiency values.

While a single waveguide geometry has been considered
here, care has been taken to ensure the approaches described
in this paper are general, and these techniques can be used
to excite modes in any arbitrary waveguide geometry. Ex-
citation of discrete modes in these arbitrary geometries will
enable spatially-resolved sensing of photochemical processes
in liquid-filled PCF microreactors [60], as well as optical
trapping of sensing microparticles along a HC-PCF core [4],
[61].
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